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Abstract
Internet computing is changing the nature and scope of information systems (IS). Most IS methods and
techniques were invented before the advent of the Internet. What will the world of information systems
practice be like in the age of the Internet? What methods and techniques will be relevant? We review the
world of information systems in terms of processes and products, qualities, social structures, and the role
of automation. Given the rapid adoption of Internet thinking not only among technical professionals, but
in the public consciousness, we outline the prospects and challenges for information systems in the
emerging landscape. In particular, we highlight the need for richer modelling abstractions to support the
diversity of services and modes of operation in the new age of world-wide open network information
systems.

1

Introduction

How will Internet computing change the world of information systems?
Since the widespread commercial availability of computing technologies, information systems
have been the dominant application area of computing. Organizations large and small, private
and public, have come to rely on information systems for their day-to-day operation, planning,
and decision making. Effective use of information technologies has become a critical success
factor in modern society. Yet, success is not easily achieved. Many of the failures occur not in
the technology, but in how technology is used in the context of the application domain and
setting [Lyytinen, 1987; Standish, 1995]. Over the years, many methods and techniques have
been developed to overcome the challenges in building effective information systems.
For many segments of society, the Internet has already changed how people work,
communicate, or even socialize. Many of the changes can be attributed to information systems
that now operate widely over the Internet. Internet computing is changing the scope and nature of
information systems and of information systems work.
What opportunities, problems and challenges does Internet computing present to the
information systems practitioner? What makes the new environment different? Which existing
techniques continue to be applicable and what adaptations are necessary? What new methods
and techniques are needed for information systems in the new reality of the Internet world?
Information systems (IS) is a multi-faceted field, and requires multi-disciplinary perspectives.
In this chapter, we will only be able to explore some of the issues from a particular perspective –
primarily that of information systems engineering, with an emphasis on the interplay between the
technical world of system developers and programmers on the one hand, and the application or
problem-domain world of users, customers, and stakeholders on the other. This perspective
highlights some of the key issues of information systems as the bridge between raw technology
and the application domain.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 considers the world of IS practice before the
advent of the Internet. In section 3, we ask how the world of users and applications are seen
through the eyes of the IS practitioner, pre-Internet. Section 4 focuses on the new environment
for information systems, brought about by Internet computing. Section 5 considers the
implications and challenges for IS practice and research. Since conceptual abstractions are at the
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heart of information systems engineering, we focus in Section 6 on the kinds of abstractions that
will be needed in the Internet age. We close in Section 7 with a summary and conclusions.

2

The World of Information Systems

Let us first consider the world of information systems practice, focusing on methods and
techniques that have been in use since before the Internet.
What kinds of tasks and processes do information systems professionals engage in? What
products do the processes produce? What quality concerns drive their daily work and
improvement initiatives? How is the division of work organized among professional specialties,
and within and across project organizations and industry sectors? Which areas of work can be
automated, and which are retained as human tasks?

2.1 Processes
The predominant overarching organizing concept in most information systems curricula is that
of the system development lifecycle [Gorgone et al., 2002].
The overall process of creating and deploying an information system is broken down into a
number of well-defined interdependent processes. These typically include planning,
requirements elicitation, analysis, specification, design, implementation, operations and support,
maintenance and evolution. Verification and validation, including testing, is another set of
activities that needs to be carried out in parallel with the main production processes. Some of the
lifecycle activities involve participation from users and stakeholders. For example, technical
feasibility and business priorities and risks are reviewed at predefined checkpoints. When
externally provided components or subsystems are involved, there are processes for procurement
and integration. Processes are also needed to manage the information content –during system
development, as in defining the schemas, and during operation, as in ensuring information
quality [Vassiliadis et al., 2001].
Systematic process is therefore a central concept in the field, imported initially from practices
in large scale engineering projects. The systematic approach is used to control budget, schedule,
resources, and opportunities to change course, e.g., to reduce scope, or to realign priorities.
Nevertheless, lack of systematic process continues to be a concern, as a contributing factor to
poor quality or failure of software and information systems. Substantial efforts are used to
institutionalize good practices in processes, through standards, assessment and certification, and
process improvement initiatives (e.g., Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) [Chrissi et
al., 2003], ISO 9000 [ISO, 1992]).
Many IS projects adopt methodologies offered by vendors or consulting companies which
prescribe processes in detail, supported by associated tools. Prescriptive processes provide
guidance and structure to the tasks of system development. They may differ in the stages and
steps defined, the products produced at each step, and how the steps may overlap or iterate (e.g.,
the waterfall model [Royce, 1970], the spiral model [Boehm, 1988], the Rational Unified Process
[Kruchten, 2000]). While prescriptive processes aim to create order out of chaos, they are
sometimes felt to be over-restrictive, or require too much effort and time. Alternative
approaches that have developed over the years include rapid prototyping, Joint Application
Development (JAD) [Wood and Silver, 1995], Rapid Application Development (RAD)
[McConnell, 1996], and more recently agile development [Cockburn, 2001]. All of these make
use of a higher degree of human interaction between developers and users and stakeholders.
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2.2 Products
Complementary to and intertwined with processes are the products that they produce. These
include products and artefacts that are visible to the end-user, such as executable code,
documentation, training material, as well as intermediate products that are internal to the system
development organization. When more than one organization is involved in the creation and
maintenance of a system, there are intermediate products that are shared or flow across them.
Most of the products are informational – plans, requirements, specifications, test plans,
designs, budgets and schedules, work breakdowns and allocations, architectural diagrams and
descriptions, and so on. Some products are meant for long-term reference and record keeping,
while others are more ephemeral and for short-term coordination and communication.
These informational products are expressed or encoded in a variety of modelling schemes,
languages, and notations. Information modelling techniques continues to be a central area of
research [Brodie et al., 1984; Webster, 1988; Loucopoulos and Zicari, 1992; Boman et al., 1997;
Mylopoulos, 1998]. Widely used techniques include Entity-Relationships (ER) modeling [Chen,
1976], Integrated Definition for Function Modeling (IDEF0) [NIST, 1993] (based on the
Structured Analysis and Design Technique (SADT) [Ross and Shoman, 1977]), and the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [Rumbaugh et al., 1999].
Large system projects involve many kinds of processes producing a great many types of
information products related to each other in complex ways. Meta-modeling and repository
technologies (e.g., [Brinkkemper and Joosten, 1996; Jarke, 1998; Bernstein et al., 1999]) are
often used to manage the large amounts and varieties of information produced in a project. They
support retrieval, update, and coordination among project team members. Meta-models define
the types of processes and products and their inter-relationships. Traceability from one project
artefact or activity to another is one of the desired benefits of systematic project information
management [Ramesh and Jarke, 2001].

2.3 Qualities
While processes and products constitute the most tangible aspects of IS work, less tangible
issues of quality are nevertheless crucial for system success. Customers and users want systems
that not only provide the desired functionalities, but also a whole host of non-functional
requirements that are often conflicting – performance, costs, delivery schedules, reliability,
safety, accuracy, usability, and so on. Meeting competing quality requirements has been and
remains a formidable challenge for software and information systems professionals [Boehm and
In, 1996]. Not only are system developers not able to guarantee correctness of large systems,
they frequently fail to meet non-functional requirements as well. Many of the issues collectively
identified as the software crisis years ago are still with us today [Gibbs, 1994].
Research sub-specialties have developed to come up with specific techniques to address each
of the many identified areas of quality or non-functional requirements– performance, reliability,
and so forth. However, many qualities are hard to characterize, e.g., evolvability, reusability.
When multiple requirements need to be traded off against one another, systematic techniques are
needed to deal with the synergistic and conflicting interactions among them. Goal-oriented
approaches (e.g., [Chung et al., 2000]) have recently been introduced to support the systematic
refinement, interaction analysis, and operationalization of non-functional requirements. On the
project management level, institutionalized software process improvement programs (such as
CMMI) target overall project quality improvements. Quality improvements need to be measured,
with results feeding back into new initiatives [Basili and Caldiera, 1995].

2.4 Social Structures
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Most information systems require teams of people to develop and maintain. The organization
of projects into process steps and artefacts implies a social organization among the people
performing the work, with significant degrees of task specialization. Some tasks require great
familiarity with the application domain, while others require deep knowledge about specific
technologies and platforms. Some require meticulous attention to detail, while others require
oversight and vision.
A well functioning people organization is as important as technical capabilities for project
success [Weinberg, 1998; DeMarco and Lister, 1999]. Every work product requires time and
effort to produce. So whether they get produced, and to what quality, depends on motivation,
reward structures, priorities, as well as on personnel capabilities. Yet the social organization is
often implicit in how processes and products are organized, rather than explicitly designed, since
there are few aids beyond generic project management tools.
Processes are judged to be too heavy (excessive regimentation) or too light (chaotic) based on
the perceived need for human creativity, initiative, and flexibility for the task at hand. Factors
influencing the determination of social structure include project and team size, familiarity of the
application domain, maturity of the technologies, as well as socio-cultural and economic factors.
Industry categories and structures (e.g., ERP vendors vs. ERP implementers) and human
resource categories (database designers vs. database administrators) are larger social structures
that specific project social structures must operate within.
The social nature of IS work implies that its structure is a result of conflicting as well as
complementary goals and interests. Individual and groups come together to cooperate to achieve
common objectives, but they also compete for resources, to pursue private goals, and can have
different visions and values. Processes and products that appear to be objectively defined are in
fact animated by actors with initiatives, aspirations, and skills.
The human intellectual capital perspective [Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995] highlights the
importance of human knowledge and ingenuity in systems development. While considerable
knowledge is manifested in the structure of processes and products, a great deal of knowledge
remains tacit in human practices and expertise. There are limits on how much and what kinds of
knowledge can be made explicit, encoded in some language or models, and systematically
managed.
In reflecting on the practices of information systems and software development as professional
disciplines, authors acknowledge the human challenges of the field [Banville and Landry, 1992;
Humphrey, 1995].

2.5 Automation
The quest for higher degrees of automation has been a constant theme in information systems
and software engineering. The large amounts of complex information content and relationships,
the need for meticulous detail and accuracy, the difficulty of managing large teams, and the
desire for ever quicker delivery and higher productivity – all call for more and better automated
tools.
Numerous tools to support various stages and aspects of IS work have been offered – from
CASE tools that support modelling and analysis, to code generators, test tools, simulation tools,
repositories, and so on. They have met with varying degrees of success in adoption and
acceptance among practitioners.
Automation relies on the formalization of processes and products. Those areas that are more
amenable to mathematical models and semantic characterization have been more successful in
achieving automated tool support. Thus, despite great efforts and many advances, information
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systems work remains labour-intensive and requires social collaboration. Many issues are sociotechnical, e.g., requirements elicitation, reuse, agile development, process improvement.
The difficulties encountered with automation in the developer’s world may be contrasted with
that in the user’s world, where automation is the mandate and expectation of the IS practitioner.

3

The World According to Information Systems

Information systems convey and manipulate information about the world. The kind of world
(the application setting, the problem domain) that is perceived by the IS analyst is filtered
through presuppositions of what the technology of the day can support. In the preceding section,
we reflected upon the world of the information systems practitioner in terms of processes and
products, qualities, social structures, and automation. Let us now use the same categories to
consider how IS practitioners treat the world that they serve – the world that users and
stakeholders inhabit.

3.1 Processes and products
The predominant conceptualization of the world as seen by IS analysts is that of processes and
products. The main benefit of computers was thought to be the ability to process and store large
amounts of encoded information at high speeds and with great accuracy. In early applications,
information systems were used to replace humans in routine, repetitive information processing
tasks, e.g., census data processing, business transaction processing. The processes automate the
steps that humans would otherwise perform. Processes produce information artefacts that are fed
into other processes. The same conception can be applied to systems that deal with less routine
work, e.g., management information systems, decision support systems, executive information
systems, and strategic information systems.
Models and notations, usually graphical – with boxes and arrows – were devised to help
describe and understand what processes are used to transform what kinds of inputs into what
kinds of outputs, and state transitions. Data Flow Diagrams [DeMarco, 1979], SADT [Ross and
Shoman, 1977], Entity-Relationships modeling [Chen, 1976], and UML [Rumbaugh et al., 1999]
are in common use. These kinds of models shape and constrain how IS analysts perceive the
world of the application domain [Curtis et al., 1992].
We note that processes and products in the developer’s world are treated somewhat differently
than those in the user’s world. In the latter, attention is focused on those that are potentially
automatable. In the former, there is an understanding that a large part of the processes and
products will be worked on by humans, with limited degrees of automation. We will return to
this point in Section 3.4.

3.2 Qualities
Most projects aim to achieve some improvement or change in qualitative aspects of the world
– faster processing, fewer delays, information that is more accurate and up-to-date, lower costs,
and so forth. In section 2.3, we considered the pursuit of quality during a system development
project. Here we are concerned with the quality attributes of processes and products in the
application domain in which the target system is to function. Many of the same considerations
apply, except now the IS professional is helping to achieve quality objectives in the client’s
world.
Quality issues may be prominent when making the business case for a project, and may be
documented in the project charter or mandate. However, the connection of these high level
objectives to the eventual definition of the system in terms of processes and products may be
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tenuous. Quality attributes are not easily expressible in models that are used to define systems,
since the latter is defined in terms of processes and products. Quality concerns may appear as
annotations or comments in accompanying text (e.g., bottleneck, missing flow). Furthermore, a
model typically describes only one situation at a time, e.g., the current system as it exists, or a
proposed design. Comparisons and alternatives are hard to express, as are pros and cons and
justifications of decisions. These kinds of information, if recorded at all, are recorded outside of
the modelling notations. Some qualities can be quantified, but many cannot. Specialized models
can be used for certain quality areas (e.g., economic models, logistical models), but analyzing
cross-impacts and making tradeoffs among them is difficult, as noted in Section 2.3. Design
reasoning is therefore hard to maintain and keep up to date when changes occur.

3.3 Social structures
Information systems change the social structures of the environment in which they operate. In
performing some aspects of work that would otherwise be performed by people, they change
how work is divided and coordinated. Bank tellers take on broader responsibilities as customer
service representatives; phone inquiries are funnelled into centralized call centres; and data entry
tasks had moved from clerical pools to end-users and even to customers. Each time a system is
introduced or modified, responsibilities and relationships are reallocated, possibly contested and
renegotiated. Reporting structures, and other channels of influence and control, are realigned.
The nature of daily work and social interactions are altered. Reward structures and job evaluation
criteria need to be readjusted.
The importance of social factors in information systems have long been recognized (e.g.,
[Kling, 1996; Lyytinen, 1987]). Many systems fail or fall into disuse not because of technical
failure, but in how the technology is matched to the social environment. Alternative
methodologies have been proposed that pay attention to the broader context of information
systems, e.g., Soft Systems Methodology [Checkland, 1981], ethnographic studies of work
practices [Goguen and Jirotka, 1994], Participatory Design [Muller and Kuhn, 1993], Contextual
Design [Holtzblatt and Beyer, 1995], and so on. Each has developed a following, and have
produced success stories. Workplace democracy approaches have a long history in Scandinavia
[Ehn, 1988].
Nevertheless, despite the availability of these alternative methods, social issues are not taken
into account in-depth in most projects. When an information system operates within an
organizational context, the corporate agenda of the target system dominates – e.g., to improve
productivity and profitability. Users who are employees are expected to fit their work practices
to the new system. While users and other stakeholders may be given opportunities, to varying
degrees, to participate and influence the direction of system development, their initiatives are
typically limited.
Existing modelling techniques, most of which focus on process-and-product, are geared
primarily to achieving the functionalities of the system, deferring or side-stepping quality or
social concerns. For example, in the Structured Analysis paradigm, people and roles that appear
in “physical” data flow diagrams (DFDs) are abstracted away in going to the “logical” DFD,
which is then used as the main analysis and design vehicle [DeMarco, 1979]. Actors in UML
Use Case Diagrams [Rumbaugh et al., 1999] are modelled in terms of their interactions with the
system, but not with each other. Given the lack of representational constructs for describing
social relationships and analyzing their implications, IS practitioners are hard pressed to take
people issues into account when considering technical alternatives. Conversely, stakeholders and
users cannot participate effectively in decision making when the significance and implications of
complex design alternatives are not accessible to them. It is hard for technical developers and
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application domain personnel to explore, analyze, and understand the space of possibilities
together.

3.4 Automation
The responsibility of the IS professional is to produce automated information systems that
meet the needs of the client. While the success of the system depends a great deal on the
environment, the mandate of the IS professional typically does not extend much beyond the
automated system.
In the early 1990s, the concept of business process reengineering overturned the narrow focus
of traditional IS projects. Information systems are now seen as enablers for transforming work
processes, not just to automate them in their existing forms [Hammer, 1990; Davenport and
Short, 1990]. The transformation may involve radical and fundamental change. Process steps and
intermediate products judged to be unnecessary are eliminated, together with the associated
human roles, in order to achieve dramatic efficiency improvements and cost reductions. IS
therefore has been given a more prominent role in the redesign of organizations and work
processes. Yet IS professionals do not have good techniques and tools for taking on this larger
mandate. Many BPR efforts failed due to inadequate attention to social and human issues and
concerns. A common problem was that tacit knowledge among experienced personnel is
frequently responsible for sustaining work processes, even though they are not formally
recognized. Existing IS modelling techniques, based primarily on a mechanistic view of work,
are not helpful when one needs to take a socio-technical perspective to determine what processes
can be automated or eliminated or reconfigured.

4

What’s new with Internet Computing?

Why can’t the practice of information systems carry on as before, as outlined in the preceding
two sections? What parameters have changed as a result of Internet computing?
From a technology perspective, the Internet revolution can be viewed, simplistically, as one in
connectivity, built upon a core set of protocols and languages – TCP/IP, HTTP, and HTML or
XML. With their widespread adoption through open standards and successful business models
(e.g., affordable connection fees, free browsers), the result, from the user’s point of view, is a
worldwide, borderless infrastructure for accessibility to information content and services –
information of all types (as long as they are in digital format), regardless of what “system” or
organization they originate from. Digital connectivity enabled all kinds of information services
to co-exist on a common interoperable network infrastructure. The same users can access any
service on the network. Service providers have ready access to a critical mass of users, through
the network effect of Metcalfe’s Law [Gilder, 1993]. Automated services can access, invoke, and
interact with each other.
Universal connectivity at the technology level makes feasible universal accessibility at the
information content and services level. Internet computing is therefore triggering and stimulating
the removal of technology-induced barriers in the flow and sharing of information. Previously
compartmentalized information services and user communities are now reaching out to the rest
of the world. Information systems, with Internet computing, find themselves broadening in scope
with regard to content types, system capabilities, and organizational boundaries:
(i) Information systems have traditionally focused on structured data. The Internet, which
gained momentum by offering information for the general public, unleashed the enormous
appetite for unstructured information, especially text and images, but also multi-media in
general. Corporations and other organizations quickly realized that their information systems
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capabilities must address the full range of information content, to serve their publics as well as
their internal workings. They can do this relatively easily, by embracing the same Internet
technology, now rendered for internal use as intranets.
(ii) Users working with information do not want to have to deal with many separate systems
each with their own technical idiosyncrasies. Internet computing, by offering higher-level
platforms for application building, makes it possible for diverse technical capabilities to appear
to the user as a single “system”, as in the concept of portals. Thus, Internet computing vastly
expands what a user may expect of a “system”.
(iii) Most information systems in the past had an internal focus and operated within the
boundaries of an organization, typically using proprietary technologies from a small number of
chosen vendors. Internet computing is inverting that, both from a technological viewpoint, and
from an information services viewpoint. Technologically, the momentum and economics of
Internet computing is such that corporate internal computing infrastructures are converting to
open Internet standards [IETF; W3C; OpenGroup]. At the information services level,
organizations are realizing that much can be gained by opening up their information systems to
the outside world – to customers and constituents, to suppliers, partners and collaborators, as in
B2B e-commerce and virtual enterprises [Mowshowitz, 1997]. The boundaries of organization
have become porous and increasingly fluid, defined by the shifting ownership and control of
information and flows, rather than by physical locations or assets.

5

Information Systems Challenges in the Internet Age

With the apparently simple premise of universal connectivity and accessibility, Internet
computing is changing the field of information systems fundamentally. It is redrawing the map
of information systems. As barriers to connectivity are removed, products and processes are
being redefined. Quality criteria are shifting. New social structures are emerging around systems
both in the user’s world and in the developer’s world. People’s conception of what computers
can do, and what they can be trusted to do, are evolving.

5.1 Products and processes
Let us first consider the impact of Internet computing on processes and products in the
information system user’s world. Over the years, a large organization would have deployed
dozens or hundreds of information systems to meet their various business and organizational
needs. Each system automates its own area of work processes and products, with databases;
forms, reports and screens for input and output. Soon it was realized that these independently
developed systems should be interacting with each other directly and automatically.
Thus long before the Internet, numerous approaches have emerged for extending the reach of
information processes and products beyond the confines of a single system. For example,
information in separate databases often in fact represent different aspects of the same entity in
the world. A customer, a purchase, an insurance policy, a hospital stay – each of these has many
aspects that may end up in many databases in the respective organization. Database integration
techniques were introduced to make use of data across multiple databases. Data warehousing
provided powerful tools for understanding trends by enabling multi-dimensional analysis of data
collected from the numerous operational databases in an organization. Data mining and
knowledge discovery techniques enhanced these analyses.
Enterprise-wide information integration has also been motivated from the process perspective.
Business process reengineering stimulated cross-functional linking of previously standalone
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“stove pipe” systems. Workflow management systems and document management systems were
used to implement end-to-end business processes that cut across functional departmental lines.
Different approaches were used to achieve integration or interoperability at various levels.
middleware technologies provided inter-process communication at a low level, requiring
handcrafting of the interactions on an application-to-application basis. Enterprise application
integration (EAI) products offered application level interoperability. Enterprise resource
planning (ERP) systems offered integrated package solutions for many standard back-office
business processes. Integration is achieved at the business process level by adopting process
blueprints from a single vendor [Curran and Keller, 1997]. When systems had disparate
conceptual models of the world, meta-modelling technique were used to map across them.
Internet computing technologies come as a boon to the mishmash of technologies and
approaches that have proliferated in the IS world. By offering a common network computing and
information infrastructure that is readily accessible to everyone – regardless of organizational
and other boundaries – the integration and interoperability challenges that organizations had been
confronting individually at an enterprise level is now being addressed collectively on a worldwide scale [Yang and Papazoglou, 2000]. Organizations that had already been opening up their
operations to the external world through IS-enabled concepts such as supply chain management,
customer relationships management (CRM) and virtual enterprise now have the momentum of
the whole world behind them. Inter-organizational interoperability initiatives (also known as
B2B e-commerce) no longer need to be done from scratch between partner and partner, but are
done by entire industries and sectors through consortiums that set standards for business
application level protocols, e.g., Rosettanet [Rosettanet], ebXML [ebXML], HL7 [HL7],
UN/CEFACT [UN/CEFACT], OASIS [OASIS], and BPMI [BPMI].
Once the interaction protocols are set up, processes in one organization can invoke automated
services in another without human intervention [WebServices]. In an open world, anyone
(individuals or organizations, and their information systems) has potential access to the full range
of products and services offered on the open network, in contrast to the closed proprietary nature
of interactions pre-Internet. “End-to-end” process redesign can now be done not only from one
end of an organization to another, but across multiple organizations, through the customer, and
back.
To support flexible open interactions, products and services increasingly need to be
accompanied by rich meta-data, e.g., using XML and its semantic extensions [Berners-Lee et al.,
2001]. Catalogues, directories are needed for locating desired products and services. Brokers,
translators, and other intermediaries are needed [Wiederhold and Genesereth, 1997].
Internet computing is stimulating coordinated use of multimedia and multi-channel user
interactions. The same user – a sales representative, a student, or a community services
counsellor – may be drawing on material that combine text, images, voice, music, and video on a
desktop, laptop, PDA, mobile phone, or other devices. There will be increasing demands to
enable higher level automated processing of digital information in all formats. The semantic
web initiative, for example, aims to enhance semantic processing of web content through formal
definitions of meanings (ontologies) for various subject domains and communities [Gomez-Peres
and Corcho, 2002; SemanticWeb].
In terms of products and processes, the challenges brought about by Internet computing can be
summarized as one of diversity. Standardization is one way to overcome excessive proliferation
of diversity. Yet, in an open world, the capacity to cope with diversity must be there to
recognized the inherent need to differentiate, and not to inhibit innovation. So the great challenge
is to have processes that can interoperate seamlessly, and products that are intelligible and useful
to its intended users.
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Given these recent transformations in the user’s world, the character of work in the developer’s
world has seen rapid changes in the past decade or so. Development work that used to be
organized vertically – from requirements to design to implementation – are now dealing
increasingly with horizontal interactions, coordination, and negotiations. Each layer in the
developer’s world – from business process analysis to architectural design to implementation
platforms – must address interaction with peers, coping with diversity and interoperability at that
level [Bussler, 2002]. As a result, each level is working with new kinds of information artefacts
(e.g., using new languages and meta-models [Mylopoulos et al., 1990]) and new development
processes (e.g., understanding and negotiating peer level protocols and interactions) [Isakowitz et
al., 1998].

5.2 Qualities
In the Internet world, when we are pursuing quality goals such as faster processing, greater
accuracy and reliability, better usability, and so forth, we are dealing with processes that cut
across many systems and organizations, and information products from many sources. Unlike in
the traditional world of closed systems, Internet computing implies that one may need to rely on
many processes and products over which one has limited control or influence. Achieving quality
in an open network environment requires new techniques not in common use in the traditional
environment.
For example, if the product or service is commodity-like, one can switch to an alternate
supplier when the supplier is unsatisfactory. This presupposes efficient market mechanisms, with
low transaction costs. There needs to be accurate descriptions of functionalities as well as quality
attributes, using metrics that allow meaningful comparison by automated search engines and
shopbots. This may involve third-party assessors and certifiers of quality, and regulatory
protection and legal recourse when obligations are not met. The situation is complicated by the
dynamic nature of Internet collaborations, where automated processes can come together for one
transaction fleetingly, then in the next moment go their own ways to participate in new
associations. When market mechanisms fail, one would need to establish more stable
associations among players based on past experiences of trust [Rosenbloom, 2000; Falcone et al.,
2001].
As for developers, due to the open network environment, one can expect special emphasis on
certain non-functional requirements such as scalability, reliability, usability, security (including
availability, integrity, and confidentiality), time-to-market, costs, and performance. Design
tradeoffs may be more challenging, as the designer attempts to cater to market-based
dynamically changing clientele, as well as stakeholders in more stable longer-term relationships.
Design techniques have traditionally been weak in dealing with quality or non-functional
requirements. With Internet computing, there is the added need to support the more complex
decision making involving competing demands from multiple dynamically configured
stakeholders.

5.3 Social structures
Traditional information systems that are function-specific and narrowly focused imply that
there are well-defined human roles and responsibilities associated with each one, e.g., planning
vs. execution; product lines vs. geographic regions. Internet computing, by facilitating ready
access to a wide range of information system capabilities, enables much greater flexibility in
social organizational arrangements. When a common platform is used, learning curves are
reduced, and movement across roles and positions are eased. For example, as more routine tasks
are automated, the same personnel can monitor a wider scope of activities, respond to problems
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and exceptions, and engage in process improvement and redesign. More fundamental changes
are occurring at the boundaries of organizations. The Internet has made the online
consumer/citizenry a reality. Many transactions (e.g., catalogue browsing and ordering, banking
and investments, tax filing, proposal submissions) are now handled online, with the user directly
interacting with automated information systems. The organization is effectively pushing some of
its processes to the customer’s side. Similar boundary renegotiations are taking place among
suppliers and partners. These shifts in boundaries are changing internal organizational structures
as well as broad industry structures. New business models are devised to take advantage of
newly created opportunities [Timmers, 2000]. Disintermediation and re-intermediation are
occurring in various sectors of society and business. Organizations are experimenting with
different kinds of decentralization, re-centralization, market orientation, as well as internal
coordination mechanisms. Citizen groups are organizing their activities differently using chat
rooms and other web-based media.
Many of the social organizational relationships are being shifted into the automated realm, as
software agents act on behalf of their human counterparts, as alluded to in the preceding sections.
New partners may be found via automated directory services (e.g., [UDDI]).
Social dynamics is therefore becoming an important subject matter in the analysis and design
of information systems in the Internet age. Unfortunately, there are few techniques in the
information system practitioner’s toolbox that takes social structures and dynamics into account
[deMichelis, 1998].
The social organization of system development organizations are also rapidly changing, most
directly resulting from changes in development processes and the types of artefacts they produce.
New professional categories arise as specialized knowledge and skills are sought. New
dependencies and relationships among teams and team members need to be identified and
negotiated. Education and training, upgrading, obsolescence – these and other labour market and
human resources issues are often critical for project success.
Larger changes analogous to those happening in the user’s world are also happening in the
developer’s world. Industry structures are changing. Technology vendors are specializing or
consolidating. Component creators and service providers are springing up to take advantage of
the Internet computing platform. Outsourcing or in-sourcing, proprietary vs. open, commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) systems, open source development – all of these alter the dynamics of
information systems work. The adoption of certain system architectures has direct significance
for the social structures around it.
As in the user’s world, some processes in the developer’s world will be carried out by software
agents, with the social dynamics carried over into the automated realm. Again, there is little
theoretical or practical support for the information systems practitioner facing these issues.

5.4 Automation
With Internet computing, the broad range of information system capabilities are now
accessible to the user on a single consistent platform. The ability of these functions and
capabilities to interoperate creates a powerful synergistic effect, because they can make use of
information that’s already in digital form and machine processable. Automated functions can
invoke each other at electronic speeds. For example, programmed trading of commodities and
financial instruments have been operating for some time. It is feasible to have medical test
results sent to and responded to by one’s family physician, specialist, pharmacist, and insurer all
within seconds rather than days or weeks, if all the “processing” is automated. Governments can
potentially collect electronic dossiers on the activities and movements of citizens for tax
collection and law enforcement. Almost all knowledge work in organizations will be conducted
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through computers, as the technological support for searching, indexing, cross-referencing,
multi-media presentation, and so forth, become routine expectation. More and more documents
and other information content are “born digital” and will remain digital for most of their
lifecycle.
In the past, what gets automated is decided for each “system” within a well-defined context of
use. Significant investments and efforts were required for each system because each application
system required its own underlying computing support (vertical technology stack) and
operational procedures (including data entry and output). Cost-benefits analysis leads to
automation only in selected areas or processes, typically based on economic and efficiency
criteria. This is typically done by system analysts at the early stages of system definition, with
the application system as the focal point and unit of analysis.
The Internet has turned the tide in automation. As we are witnessing, the concept of an isolated
application system is dissolving. Information content – public or private - may pass through
numerous systems on the network, invoking processing services from many operators and
developed by many system vendors (e.g., via web services). Because of the synergy and the
network effect, it will be irresistible in economic or efficiency terms to automate [Smith and
Fingar, 2002]. The investments have already been made; the technology infrastructure is there;
and the content is already in machine processable form. It will take a conscious effort to decide
what not to automate.
The decision on what to automate requires difficult analysis and decision making, but is
crucial for the success and sustainability of systems. There will often be a clash of competing
interests among stakeholders, involving issues of trust, privacy, security, reliability,
vulnerability, risks and payoffs. Even economic and speed advantages that are the usual benefits
are not necessarily realizable in the face of potential downsides. One needs to understand broad
implications and longer term consequences – heavily interconnected networks imply many farreaching effects that are not immediately discernable.
With the digital connectivity infrastructure in place, one has to face decisions on the degrees of
automation. Informational processing can range from the minimal (e.g., message transmission
and re-presentation at the destination, with no processing in between) to the sophisticated
(extracting meaning and intent and acting upon those interpretations). But even in messaging
services, traffic patterns can be monitored and analyzed. So the analysis of what a system or
service should do and should not do is much more complicated than in the pre-Internet world.
They will involve complex human and machine processes as well as conflicting interests from
many parties and perspectives.
The same forces apply to the developer’s world. The increased demand from the great variety
of information system capabilities will lead to pressure for more automation. When automation
is raised to the level such that technical details can be hidden from the user, the entire
development can be pushed into the user’s world.
Much human knowledge and experience cannot be made explicit and codified symbolically.
Where and how tacit knowledge and human judgement interact and combine with automated
machine processes remains a difficult design challenge.
Information system practitioners have few tools that can support the analysis of these issues
and to help make these important decisions for users, service providers, and for society.

6

Conceptual Abstractions for Information Systems
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The practice of information systems is based on conceptual abstractions with well-defined
properties. Abstractions focus attention to aspects of the world that are relevant for information
systems development.
As we saw in Section 3, in order to develop information systems to serve in some application
setting, the richness of that setting needs to be reduced through a set of modelling abstractions.
The characterization of the user’s world need to be expressed in some models that can be
analyzed, leading to decisions about what aspects of that world will become the responsibility of
the intended system. During systems development (section 2) the models are translated, through
a series of steps, each time through a different set of abstractions, from ones that describe the
user’s world (e.g., travel plans and bookings), to ones that describe the machine’s world (data
and operations in computers that store those plans and execute those bookings) [Jarke et al.,
1992]. At each stage or level of translation, analyses are performed to understand the situation;
decisions are made on how elements at the current level should translate into or correspond to
elements at the next level.
Notations are important to help communication between the world of stakeholders and users
on the one hand, and system designers on the other. They need to have sufficient expressiveness
to convey the desired needs and requirements. Yet the notations need to be simple and concise
enough for widespread adoption and standardization. Furthermore, they need to support analysis
and inference, preferably automated, so as to be scalable.
A necessary consequence of using modelling is to restrict what can be said about the world.
Aspects of the world that cannot be expressed tend to be left out, and will no longer be the focus
of attention during system development. Therefore, the design of notations requires a difficult
balance [Potts and Newstetter, 1997]. With too much detail, one can get bogged down; with too
little, one can get the wrong system that does not do what is needed or intended. Whatever is
chosen, the modeling techniques used shape the analyst’s perception of the world.
As we surveyed the user’s and developer’s worlds, we noted that not all the relevant aspects
are equally well supported by existing modelling abstractions. Processes and products are the
mainstay of most existing modelling techniques, but qualities and social structures are not well
captured. Therefore those issues are not systematically dealt with in mainstream methodologies.
In the Internet age, it will be especially important to have conceptualizations and abstractions
that relate concerns about social relationships and human interests to the technical alternatives in
systems design, and vice versa.
The preceding sections revealed that, with Internet computing, information systems are now
expected to deal with a much wide range of conceptualizations than before. We will consider the
abstractions for expressing what, when, where, how and why, and who.

6.1 Conceptualizing “what” and “when”
The “what” refers to things that exist, events that occur, and properties and relationships that
hold. These aspects of the world are most heavily addressed in existing modeling schemes. An
online transaction needs to identify products bought and when payments take effect. Patient
records need to distinguish different kinds of diseases and symptoms and document the nature
and timing of treatments.
Product and process proliferation triggered by Internet computing will test the limits of these
modelling techniques. Current work in ontologies [Guarino and Welty, 2002] are revealing
subtleties and limitations in earlier work. Knowledge structuring mechanisms such as
classification, generalization, and aggregation [Greenspan et al., 1994] that has been in used in
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object-oriented modeling will be used extensively. The global reach of Internet computing is
likely to push each classification and specialization scheme to the limits of its applicability, for
example, to organize the types and features of financial instruments that are becoming available
on the global investment marketplace, which may be transacted electronically. Meta-modeling
techniques are especially relevant for working with the conceptual structures spanning multiple
domains or contexts [Nisssen and Jarke, 1999], for example, classification of medical conditions
by physicians as opposed to insurance companies, and in one country or culture versus another.
The “what” and “when” cover the static and dynamic aspects of the world. Time is not always
explicitly represented in dynamic models, but may appear as sequence or precedence
relationships, e.g., coordinating multi-step financial transactions that traverse many systems,
countries, time zones, and organizations. Internet computing brings more complex temporal
issues into play. Multiple systems cooperating on the network may operate on different time
scales, interact synchronously or asynchronously at different periods. They will have different
development and evolution lifecycles that require coordination. Conventional modeling
techniques typically deal with only first-order dynamics, as in process execution and interaction.
Second or higher order dynamics, such as change management, are usually not well integrated in
the same modeling framework. When Internet computing is relied upon as a platform for long
term continuity, there will be processes that have time horizons extending into years and decades
(e.g., inter-organizational workflow, managing the impacts of legislative change). Over long time
horizons, process execution and process change will have human and automated components,
involving users and developers. Similarly the long term presentation and preservation of
information content over generations of information systems will be significant issues (e.g.,
identification and referencing of objects, how to make objects interpretable by humans and
machines in future generations) [GAO, 2002].

6.2 Conceptualizing “where”
It should be no surprise that the Internet challenges conventional conceptions of geographic
space. On the one hand, it enables users to transcend physical space, reaching out to others
wherever they are. On the other hand, world wide coverage means that users do come from many
different geographic regions and locales, and that these differences are significant, or can be
taken advantage of in many applications. Peoples’ preferences and interests, linguistic and
cultural characteristics, legal frameworks and social values, all of these can be correlated to
physical locations. Mobile and ubiquitous computing, silent commerce, and intelligent buildings
can make use of fine-grained location awareness. Modeling techniques developed in
geographical information systems (GIS) can be expected to find wider applications stimulated by
Internet computing, e.g., to offer location sensitive services to users in vehicles, to help visitors
navigate unfamiliar territory, or to track material goods in transit. Physical locations will often
need to be mapped to jurisdictional territories, e.g., in enforcing building security.

6.3 Conceptualizing “how” and “why”
The distinction between “what” and “how” is often made within software engineering and in
systems design. Requirements are supposed to state the “what” without specifying the “how”.
Here the “what” refers to essential characteristics, whereas the “hows” used to achieve the
“what” reflect incidental characteristics that may be peculiar to the implementation medium or
mechanisms. This is one of the core principles of abstraction in dealing with large systems. The
what and how distinction can be applied at multiple levels or layers, each time focusing on
features and issues relevant to that level, while hiding “details” that can be deferred.
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Structured analysis techniques (e.g., SADT, DFD) rely heavily on a layered, hierarchical
structure for the gradual revealing of details. Although the vertical layering of processes or
functions can be viewed as embodying the how (downwards) and why (upwards) for
understanding the structure of a system, much of the reasoning leading to the structure is not
captured. There is almost always more than one answer when considering how to accomplish
something. Yet most modeling techniques only admit one possible refinement in elaborating on
the “how”. Alternatives, their pros and cons, and why one of them is chosen, typically cannot be
described and analyzed within the notation and methodology. The lack or loss of these
information in systems descriptions makes system evolution difficult and problematic.
Understanding how and why will be critical in the Internet environment, where systems can be
much more dynamic and contingent. Systems are typically not conceived in terms of a single
coherent system with a top level overview which can then be decomposed into constituent
elements, to be designed and constructed by the same project team. Instead, systems could arise
from network elements that come together in real time to participate in a cooperative venture,
then dissolve and later participate in some other configuration. There will be many ways to
assemble a system from a network of potential participants. Components can come together in
real time for short periods to form a cooperative venture.
Designers, or the systems component themselves, must have ways of identifying possible
solutions (the hows) and ways for judging which ones would work and work well according to
some quality criteria and goals (the whys).
Reasoning about how and why is needed at all levels in systems development, e.g., at the
application service level (a navigation system recommends an alternate route based on traffic
conditions and user preferences), and at the systems and networks level (a failure triggering
diagnostics that lead to system recovery).
Representing how and why has been addressed in the areas of goal-oriented requirements
engineering [Mylopoulos et al., 1999; van Lamsweerde, 2000], design rationales [Lee, 1997], the
quality movement (e.g., [Hauser and Clausing, 1988], and partly in requirements traceability
[Ramesh and Jarke, 2001].

6.4 Conceptualizing “who”
The most underdeveloped aspect is the conceptualization of the notion of “who” to support
systems analysis. The Internet environment will bring many actors into contact with each other.
There will be individuals, groups, organizations, and units within organizations such as teams,
task forces, and so forth. They will be acting in many different capacities and roles, with varying
degrees of sustained identity. They will have capabilities, authorities, and responsibilities.
Information system entities (e.g., software agents) may be acting on behalf of human actors,
taking on some of their rights and obligations.
Traditional information systems tend to exist in closed environments, e.g., within the authority
structure of a single organization. Social structures are more easily defined and instituted, e.g., as
used in role-based access control techniques in computer security [SACMAT, 2003]. With
Internet computing, there can be much greater numbers of participants and roles (both in types
and instances), with dynamic and evolving configurations of relationships. Consider, for
example, healthcare information systems that connect patients at home to hospitals and
physicians, later expanding to community care centres, and eventually to insurers and
government regulatory agencies and registries. New configurations can arise from time to time
due to innovation (e.g., in business models) or regulatory change. There are complex issues of
reliability, trust, privacy, and security, as well as operational responsibilities. There are difficult
analysis and tradeoffs, arising from the complex social relationships. Virtuality of the Internet
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creates many new issues for notions of who, e.g., identity and personae, influence and control,
authority and power, ownership and sharing [Mulligan, 2003]. All of these are crucial in
analyzing new organizational forms (centralize vs. decentralize, internal vs. external) and social
relationships. Notions of community are important in knowledge management, and in managing
meaning in conceptual models.
These issues are not well addressed in traditional information systems techniques. Some of
them are beginning to be studied in agent-oriented approaches to software systems and
information systems [Papazoglou, 2001; Huhns and Singh, 1998]. However much of the work on
agent-oriented software engineering is currently focused on the design of software agents
[Giunchiglia et al., 2003]. For information systems, more attention needs to be paid to modelling
and analyzing conceptions of “who” as applied to complex relationships involving human as
well as software agents [Yu, 2002].

7

Summary and Conclusions

Internet computing is changing the world of information systems. Information systems started
historically as computer applications designed specifically for a well defined usage setting. They
implemented a narrow range of repetitive processes, producing pre-determined types of
information products. Most often, these are automated versions of manual processes. Systems
development was primarily “vertically” oriented – the main activities or processes were to
convert or translate a vision of a new system into functioning procedures (executable code) and
populated databases. A system project involves significant investments and lead time because it
typically requires its own technology infrastructure, including networking.
With Internet computing, information systems projects will become more and more
“horizontal”. The larger proportion of the effort will be to coordinate interactions with other
system and information resources that already exist or may exist in the future. They will
potentially interact with a much wider range of users, with different quality expectations and
offerings, and evolving usage patterns. Development work can be more incremental, as new
systems are built from ever higher-level platforms and components. These developments will
enable information systems professionals to concentrate on the application level, helping users
and stakeholders to formulate and understand their problems and aspirations in ways that can
take advantage of information technology solutions.
Given the broad spectrum of technological capabilities that are now available on a common
infrastructure, with ever higher-level interoperability, information systems are coming into their
own as embodying and realizing the wishes and visions of the user’s world, instead of reflecting
the limitations and inherent structures of the underlying technologies.
The chief limitations in this regard are those imposed by the modeling techniques of the day.
As we have reviewed in this chapter, traditional IS techniques have focused on those aspects that
lead most directly to the computerization or automation of existing information processes and
products, as these are perceived to be the most tangible results of the project investment. The
compartmentalized, vertical system development perspective means that the perception and
conceptualization of the world is filtered through preconceived notions of what can be
automated, based on the technological implementation capabilities of the day. Hence traditional
techniques have focused on the modeling and analysis of processes and products, activities and
entities, objects and behaviours. Ontologies for analysis and design are well developed for
dealing with the static and dynamic dimensions of the world. Much less attention has been paid
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to the quality and social aspects, even though these are known to be important success factors,
and to have contributed to many failures.
In the horizontal world brought about by massive networking, quality and social dimensions
will come to the fore. Modeling techniques must cover the full range of expressiveness needed
to reasoning about the what, where, when, how and why, and especially the who of information
systems in their usage and development contexts. Refined characterizations of the notions of who
will be crucial for tackling the human and social issues that will increasingly dominate systems
analysis and design. Privacy and security, trust and risks, ownership and access, rights and
obligations, these issues will be contested, possibly down to level of transactions and data
elements, by a complex array of stakeholders in the open networked world of Internet
computing.
Development processes and organizations are benefiting from the same advances experienced
in user organizations. Systems development work is taking advantage of support tools that are in
effect specialized information systems for its own work domain. As the level of representation
and analysis is raised closer to and becomes more reflective of the user’s world and their
language and conceptual models, the developer’s world blends in with the user’s world,
providing faster and tighter change cycles achieving more effective information systems.
Despite connectivity and potential accessibility, the networked world will not be of uniform
characteristics or without barriers. There will continue to be differentiation and heterogeneity in
technical capabilities as well as great diversity in information content and services. Internet
computing allows information systems to transcend many unwanted technological barriers, yet it
must allow user communities to create, maintain, and manage boundaries and identities that
reflect the needs for locality and autonomy. Techniques that support the management of
homogeneity within a locality and heterogeneity across localities will be a crucial challenge in
the Internet age.
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